
MTMBC F/E News & Race Reports. First Meeting 24th April 2021
Hello Racers
Sorry I couldn’t be with you for our first F/E meeting of 2021 at Hi5 Bay Lake. Tony ran the 
meeting, organised the fun & games and has compiled a report which is set out below.
Report
An excellent day racing, the sun was with us making it pleasantly warm by lunchtime. We were 
sheltered from the worst of the easterly wind but the racecourse at the outer edges was exposed to 
the wind.

The rescue dinghy had to be used a few times because boats that failed at the outer boundary of 
the course were being carried very quickly to the hotel rooms bank. This is fronted by a wooden 
walkway but sections of wood are missing which allows boats to drift under the walkway making 
recovery difficult.

We used a yellow buoy laid by Hi5 for the swimmers as our outer corner, in the first Club 500 race 
two boats went close and stayed there as there is a length of sisal type string used to tether the 
buoy but it has a long spare end floating just under the water, this took out two boats in the first 
race.

There were only two F600 boats present so no races took place.

Second Club 500 race a boat required another rescue dinghy excursion, apart from that it was a 
good race but quite a disparity between the fastest and slowest boats.

The third race went well, I rescued one boat with the dinghy.

Wacky races had a good turnout, there were occasionally long waves from a speed boat turning 
but all boats rode them easily, the waves created by the wind when it gusted made most boats skip 
around providing more input by drivers to maintain a course but all met the challenge.

One high-speed Mono1 boat attended but had no other boats to race against.

Racing aside when the wind is as fresh as it was at times it required a quick response to prevent 
boats from getting a long way off and towards danger. Fitting an electric outboard to the rescue 
boat was discussed as rowing at times was strenuous.

One of my sons has an electric outboard, I am making a LiPo battery pack for it, I will bring it to 
another windy meeting for evaluation.

Tony Simons
Comment
The disparity of speed Tony mentioned has become a feature of both our club class race boat 
competitions i.e. Club500 and F600B. There could be a number of reasons for these differences 
but I suspect that, because the boats have standard parts, battery condition & performance could 
be a major factor. If treated well and kept in good condition NiMh batteries will perform well for 2 
maybe even 3 years. When NiMHs were used regularly for model boat racing serious racers 
renewed battery packs at least every season. 
We have even shortened the F600B race time from 6 to 5 minutes because of failure to complete 
race times when it is clear that an F600B on fresh new batteries can easily achieve the longer race 
time. All else being equal the battery pack is the major factor in determining performance.

See you lake-side eventually

Dave
MTMBC Fast Electrics
parker42@btinternet.com
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